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Insect societies integrate many information sources to organize collective activities such as foraging. Many ants use trail pheromones to guide foragers to food sources, but foragers can also use memories to find familiar locations of stable food sources. Route memories are often more accurate than trail pheromones in guiding ants, and are often followed in preference to trail pheromones when the two conflict. Why then does the system expend effort in producing and acquiring seemingly redundant and low-quality information, such as trail pheromones, when route memory is available? Here we show that, in the ant Lasius niger, trail pheromones and route memory act synergistically during foraging; increasing walking speed and straightness by 25 and 30 per cent, respectively, and maintaining trail pheromone deposition, but only when used together. Our results demonstrate a previously undescribed major role of trail pheromones: to complement memory by allowing higher confidence in route memory. This highlights the importance of multiple interacting information sources in the efficient running of complex adaptive systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The integration of multiple information sources is necessary for the functioning of adaptive biological systems at cell, organ, organism and society levels [1–4] and also in technological systems [5]. The successful coordination of the many individuals in a colony of social insects typically involves the gathering and transfer of information from several sources [6–8]. Workers may gain information either by interacting with their environment (private information) or by interacting with their nest-mates (social information) [9,10].

During foraging, workers commonly transfer information in order to enhance the ability of the colony to forage efficiently in a constantly changing environment. Honeybees, for example, use the waggle dance to inform nest-mates about the location of food patches in the environment [11], whereas many ants use trail pheromones. Pheromone trails, however, do not provide perfect information and naive foragers frequently make mistakes when using trail pheromones at trail bifurcations [12–15]. Grüter et al. [12] found that in Lasius niger, only 70 per cent of foragers chose a trail with high levels of trail pheromone at a bifurcation. Route memories, on the other hand, may be acquired rapidly, leading to 95 per cent correct choices by L. niger workers at a bifurcation after only three previous visits to a food source on one branch [12]. In situations where these information types conflict, many species follow route memories in preference to trail pheromones [12,13,16–18], as do honeybees when social and private information conflicts [19]. Aphid-tending ants may return to stable food sources for days, weeks or months [16,20,21]. Why then do ants continue laying pheromones on a trail past the initial recruitment phase when they have more reliable route memories? One possibility is that pheromones are only used by naive ants. However, this does not explain why pheromone deposition continues past the initial recruitment. Could pheromones interact with route memory to play a yet unknown function for the vast majority of foragers that are travelling along familiar routes? We propose an alternative hypothesis that trail pheromones may complement route memory. Foraging ants may be using the trail pheromone as a reassurance marker, like a white line on a road, allowing ants to reduce the speed/accuracy trade-off by reducing the foragers’ need to spend time checking their location or avoiding straying from trails. Foraging efficiency could thus be increased on familiar trails. We therefore tested whether the presence of trail pheromone causes an increase in walking speed and path straightness, and a decrease in the rate of U-turning in both experienced and naive ants.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

We videoed foragers of the common garden ant L. niger which had or had not visited the food source before, walking over a straight walkway divided into three sections. The middle section was unmarked by trail pheromone and home-range markings (markings deposited passively by walking ants that may inform them of the local frequency of nest-mates or other ants), while the nest side and feeder end sections were marked either with trail pheromone and home-range markings or just home-range markings (figure 1). Walking speed, sinuosity, U-turn rates and trail pheromone deposition rates were determined from the video. Details of the experimental procedure are provided as electronic supplementary material, S2.

3. RESULTS

We found that experienced ants walked 30 per cent faster and 30 per cent straighter on walkways marked by trail pheromone versus unmarked walkways, 20 per cent faster and 37 per cent straighter than naive ants walking on pheromone-marked walkways, and 29 per cent faster and 24 per cent straighter than naive ants walking on unmarked walkways [generalized linear mixed model (GLMM), speed; all comparison t > 4, p < 0.001, sinuosity; all comparisons t > 2.88, p < 0.003] (electronic supplementary material, table S1 and figure 2b,c). This shows that there is a synergistic interaction between the two sources of information, as no increase in walking speed or straightness occurred when only one of the information sources was present. Ants with route memory that step off a pheromone-marked path also reduce their trail
pheromone deposition rate significantly, by 59 per cent (electronic supplementary material, table S1 and figure 2a). This explains why previous authors [22] reported no effect of trail pheromone on path sinuosity and speed in L. niger; only in combination with route memory do these effects occur. Stepping off a path marked with trail pheromones causes an increase in U-turning rates regardless of the presence of route memory (GLMM, \( t = 2.78, p < 0.01 \), electronic supplementary material, table S1).

The strength of the trail pheromone (one ant passage or 20 ant passages, see the electronic supplementary material, S2) had no effect on trail pheromone deposition rates (GLMM, \( t = 0.035, p > 0.5 \)), U-turning rates (GLMM, \( t = 1.24, p > 0.5 \)), walking speed (GLMM, \( t = 1.39, p > 0.05 \)) or path sinuosity (GLMM, \( t = 0.101, p > 0.5 \)). This suggests that the presence of trail pheromone releases an all-or-nothing effect in foraging ants and agrees with previous research on L. niger in which more heavily marked trails did not lead to greater accuracy in trail choice at a T-junction [12].

Experience level, home-range markings, and direction of travel also affected ant behaviour—see the electronic supplementary material, S1 and table S1 for details.

4. DISCUSSION

The presence of trail pheromones seems to ‘reassure’ experienced foragers that they have not strayed from the trail. This allows a reduced investment in error checking, leading to increased speed until a lack of trail pheromone indicates that they have strayed. In real terms, ants can walk faster and straighter, relying on the lack of pheromones to inform them that they have strayed from the trail. The trade-off between speed and accuracy is a common problem for many animals [23]. Here, with the presence of trail pheromone information reassuring the foragers, the need to make this trade-off can be lessened by allowing ants to increase foraging speed without sacrificing accuracy. The reduction in pheromone deposition shown by experienced foragers when they step off a marked path will also have the effect of maintaining path integrity, avoiding erroneous informational cascades [24] by ensuring that ants which do make an error will not compound this error by marking false paths with trail pheromone. But why require a route memory for the cessation of pheromone deposition when suddenly leaving a pheromone-marked path? We suggest that this cessation does not occur on the first return trip from the feeder so as to allow the formation of new continuous trails by ants on their first return visit.
return journey while maintaining trail cohesiveness of established trails.

It is often assumed that social insect foragers have to decide between social information and memory [7,10]. Our results show that the combination of these seemingly mutually exclusive information sources leads to the emergence of adaptive properties in the colony’s foraging system and leads to further questions concerning interactions between information sources in insect societies and other complex adaptive systems.
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